ADVANTAGES OF A PURE MEMBERSHIP
We distinguish ourselves by oﬀering what is widely considered to be the best service experience in the industry – allowing our
members to enjoy their success and to feel smarter, safer and more resilient along the way.

A UNIQUE STRUCTURAL ADVANTAGE
At Privilege Underwriters Reciprocal Exchange (PURE), policyholders are members of a highly selective community. Inspired
by some of the ﬁnest, well-known mutual and reciprocal insurers in the world, PURE aims to put the long-term interests of the
membership ﬁrst.
SELECTIVE MEMBERSHIP

LOW COST OF CAPITAL

Whether they are entrepreneurs, ﬁnanciers, corporate
executives, or other professionals, members are
bonded by responsibility and a track record of caring for
their homes and possessions. That means fewer claims,
which in turn lowers costs for the entire membership.

Members contribute capital (“surplus contributions”
equivalent to a small percentage of their premiums)
for the ﬁrst ﬁve years of membership. This enhances
PURE’s ﬁnancial strength while enabling PURE to
sustain a lower cost of capital than most stock insurers,
another reason for our highly competitive rates.

PURE’S GAINS ARE ALLOCATED TO THE MEMBERSHIP
When the total premiums paid by the membership
exceed the cost of policies issued, the diﬀerence may
be allocated to members in the form of Subscriber
Savings Accounts. More than $15 million of surplus
growth has been allocated since 2010.

MORE THAN

$15 MILLION

HAS BEEN ALLOCATED SO FAR

Membership in PURE
is completely
non-assessable
so each member’s
liability ends with the
cost of his/her policies.

AN UNMATCHED SERVICE EXPERIENCE
PURE distinguishes itself by oﬀering what is widely considered the best service experience in the industry, including:

A SUPERIOR APPROACH
TO CLAIMS

PURE MEMBER
ADVOCATES®

“CUSTOMER-OBSESSED
BUSINESS”

CONVENIENCE
YOU DESERVE

At PURE, licensed
adjusters receive claims,
not call center reps as is
customary, so you’ll tell
your story once and beneﬁt
from the fastest, smoothest
settlement process
possible. You’ll also be
able to follow the details of
your claim in our innovative
online Claims Tracker.

Only PURE oﬀers Member
Advocates, a concierge
level team dedicated to
making life easier. They’re
standing by to help
research contractors,
ﬁnd suitable temporary
housing, and even
schedule reservations so
you can get back to normal
faster following a loss.

Visit our website to read
How PURE Insurance Built
a Customer Obsessed
Business, a case study by
Forrester®, for more details
of our unique approach.

Enjoy the beneﬁts of
one simpliﬁed bill for one
account with all your
policies. Access them all
in our secure online
Member Portal, too.

96% 65NPS

2014 ANNUAL
MEMBER RETENTION

i

INSURANCE INDUSTRY
AVERAGE IS 40

learn more at pureinsurance.com
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PERSONALIZED SOLUTIONS TO HELP PREVENT LOSSES
Our team of expert Risk Managers and a network of other specialized providers oﬀer personalized advice to help keep members
safe and reduce risk to their property. Doing so is one of the ways we keep premiums low for the membership.

THE PURE 360TM RISK
MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION

PURE CYBERSAFE
SOLUTIONSSM

PURE SITUATION
ROOMSM

This complimentary in-home service
helps members ensure they have the
right amount of coverage for their
home. It features a Home Health
Scorecard, Discount Dashboard,
and more. Member Advocates even
help make it easy to implement
recommendations.

We provide resources and services to
help you assess, prevent, detect and
respond to cyber threats so you can
keep your identity and your wealth
safe in an ever-connected world.

In the event of a major risk – from
catastrophic weather to major safety
recalls – we alert impacted members,
oﬀer resources to make them smarter
and safer about the situation, and
mobilize our Member Advocates to
help.
puresituationroom.com

PROVEN LEADERSHIP WITH EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
In addition to our unique service model, our growth is fueled by the extensive
experience of the management team. As noted by A.M. Best, “The group’s
management has extensive experience with favorable operating results
associated with starting and managing similar niche books of business with
other carriers.”ii CEO Ross Buchmueller spent more than a decade at the Chubb
Group and created AIG Private Client Group before starting PURE in 2006.

Founders of the PURE Group from left to right: Martin Hartley,
Chief Operating Oﬃcer; Ross Buchmueller, President & CEO;
Jeﬀrey Paraschac, Chief Financial Oﬃcer.

The PURE Group is rated A- (Excellent) for ﬁnancial strength from A.M. Best and received a “positive outlook” in 2015. The rating
is reﬂective of PURE’s capitalization, comprehensive reinsurance program, and operating performance.
STRONG & STEADY GROWTH

EXCEPTIONAL PARTNERS

Premiums have grown organically by 40% or more every year since inception,
making PURE the fastest-growing personal insurer in the U.S. We’re proud of
the fact that we’ve maintained disciplined underwriting during our growth, as
reﬂected by our loss ratio, a measure of underwriting health and proﬁtability. It’s
also among the best in the industry.iii

Distinguished investors Stone Point
Capital and KKR invest alongside
management in the capitalization of the
holding company for the PURE Group.
Further, our network of independent
brokers is elite, representing < 5% of
the total in the U.S.

GROSS PREMIUMS WRITTEN

$351.4
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learn more at
pureinsurance.com
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“Restored my faith in insurance companies.”
PURE (Privilege Underwriters
Reciprocal Exchange) is a
member-owned exchange
designed from the ground
up for a select community of
like-minded families whose
deep values deserve to be
rewarded with higher value.
The following materials
explain the many advantages
of PURE’s coverage and
service. To learn more visit
pureinsurance.com or contact
your agent.

Comprehensive, Customizable Coverage and Exceptional Service
for High Net Worth Individuals
Here are a few things that make PURE such a compelling option:
PURE helps prevent losses from happening. Our team of Risk Managers are on hand to
provide complimentary, expert advice and services to help prevent losses from happening.
In addition they can confirm you are receiving all premium discounts you deserve and
validate the adequacy of coverage limits for your policy.
PURE is dedicated to creating an exceptional member experience. PURE Member
Advocates® aim to eliminate the hassles and disruption associated with the risk
management and claims process. Whether you need a contractor or vendor to implement
risk management measures or need help managing the administrative hassles associated
with a claim, our Member Advocates are eager to assist and help to make life easier.
PURE helps you save money. A low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management all contribute to an average annual savings of more than 25%*.
PURE emphasizes alignment of interests. Inspired by some of the finest policyholderowned companies, PURE aims to put the long-term interests of members first. For
example, PURE has allocated $15,500,000 million of surplus growth to its membership
since 2010. In addition, a Subscribers’ Advisory Committee serves to advise on the
company’s direction and ensure that the voice of the membership is heard on important
matters.
PURE is led by a highly experienced team of professionals with unmatched expertise in the
area of High Net Worth Insurance. Before founding PURE Risk Management, LLC (PURE’s
parent company) Ross Buchmueller spent more than a decade at The Chubb Group and
then went on to found AIG Private Client Group. PURE co-founders, Martin Hartley and
Jeffrey Paraschac, along with the rest of PURE’s leadership team also have deep-rooted
experience in this niche.
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PURE High Value Homeowners Coverage
Coverage as Unique as the Homes and Families We Protect.
PURE’s policies are designed for the most responsible owners of the finest built homes. Our coverage is among the broadest and most flexible
in the industry, giving members the ability to tailor policies for their specific needs. PURE strives to identify adequate insurance values for every
home we underwrite to help members select the right amount of coverage and pay for only what they need.

A Partial List of Notable Coverage Features.

Guaranteed Replacement Cost.1 We work hard to help our members
select and maintain adequate coverage limits. We also realize that
estimating home rebuilding costs is not an exact science, especially
for larger, high quality homes with unique or customized features.
This coverage ensures that your home will be rebuilt in like kind and
quality – even when the actual cost to do so is greater than your
coverage limit.
Replace, Rebuild or Receive a Cash Settlement. Your Choice. When
it comes to recovering from a loss, PURE gives you options. Receive
a cash settlement in the full amount of the covered loss, regardless of
whether you replace stolen contents, rebuild a damaged structure or
reconstruct your home in the same way. Members are also eligible to
receive up to $50,000 for environmentally friendly, “green” upgrades
when rebuilding their homes or replacing damaged contents.
Sewer and Drain Backups. If an interior or exterior sewer backs up
and causes drains or toilets in your home to overflow, PURE will pay
the cost to clean up and replace or rebuild damaged property, up to
your policy’s dwelling and/or contents limits.
Waiver of Deductible. For members who carry a deductible of $25,000
or less, PURE will waive that deductible if they experience a covered
loss that exceeds $50,000. It’s one more way that we work to assist
members who find themselves facing challenging circumstances.
Loss Prevention Allowance. For covered losses greater than
$10,000, PURE helps to repair or replace your damaged property
and contributes up to $2,500 to reduce the likelihood that a similar
loss should recur. A PURE Member Advocate is available to research
options and help members understand all of the resources and
services available, while providing responsive, personalized service,
especially in the event of a claim.
Jewelry Protection. Most homeowners policies typically cap coverage
for jewelry at limits of $5,000 or less, which are often inadequate for
most of our members. To help members avoid costly out of pocket
losses, PURE affords coverage up to $50,000 for lost, misplaced or
stolen jewelry (up to $25,000 for any single item).
Equipment Breakdown Protection.2 PURE offers a comprehensive
coverage option for all appliances that can fail mechanically,
electrically, or as a result of a pressure breakdown.

Advocate® can help arrange a complimentary tree inspection with
contracted arborists, and is available to help ensure members are
prioritized following a storm.
Pet Injuries. If your pet requires medical care due to a covered loss,
PURE will cover up to $5,000 in necessary expenses.

Generous Discounts Available.

PURE offers members generous premium discounts, such as
credits for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Clean loss history
Gated community
Impact-resistant windows and roofing
Central burglar/fire alarm
Multiple policy discounts

Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.3

Tree Removal and Complimentary Arborist Service. Even when a fallen
tree has not caused damage directly to a member’s house or other
covered structure – like a pool cabana or detached garage – PURE
will pay up to $1,500 to have the tree removed. A PURE Member
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PURE Condo & Co-op Coverage
Coverage as Unique as the Homes and Families We Protect.
High value condos and co-ops have unique insurance needs that are not typically addressed in a standard homeowner’s insurance policy or in
a condo/co-op association’s master insurance policy. Whether you own or rent, PURE’s Condo & Co-op policy provides coverage to meet
your personal property and liability needs, along with coverage for improvements to your home.

Exceptional Coverage, Service and Savings.

$50,000 “Built-in” Worldwide Jewelry Coverage. Our Condo & Co-op
policy can include up to 10x more coverage for jewelry that is lost,
misplaced or stolen – whether at home or abroad.
Extended Replacement Cost Option. In the event of a total loss, we
will cover the full replacement cost on Additions & Alterations and
Contents up to 150% of the policy limit.1
Waiver of Deductible. If you select a deductible of $25,000 or less,
PURE will waive it if you experience a covered loss of $50,000 or
more.
Damage to Another Person’s Property. If a loss originating in your unit
causes damage to a neighboring unit, PURE will pay up to $25,000,
even if you are not legally liable.
Loss Prevention Allowance. Larger, more substantial covered losses
may qualify for a loss prevention allowance of up to $2,500. Through
this service, PURE has helped members avoid recurring losses by
contributing to the installation of leak detection devices, purchasing
generators, upgrading alarm systems, and more.
Loss Assessment Coverage. PURE offers up to $100,000 for
coverage of a covered loss assessment.
Identity Fraud. In the event of identity theft, we will cover the full
cost for a PURE approved vendor to restore your identity. We will
contribute up to $25,000 if you decide to restore your stolen identity
through a non-approved resource.
Lock Replacement. We will cover the cost to replace the lock(s) to
your residence if your keys are lost or stolen. No deductible applies.
Loss of Use. If your home becomes uninhabitable, we will provide
living accommodations that meet your needs — whether finding
a comparable rental home in your neighborhood or arranging
accommodations at a near-by hotel for an extended period of time.
Pet Injury. If your domestic pet is injured in a covered property loss,
we will contribute towards the cost of necessary medical expenses.

Uniquely Compelling
Deductible Options.
PURE offers deductible options up to
$250,000 with generous discounts
for members willing to retain a greater
portion of their up-front risk — the higher
the deductible, the greater the savings.
In many cases, PURE members can
save thousands of dollars by opting for
a higher deductible.

$1,000,000 Policy Limit
Deductible

Savings from
$1K Deductible

$1,000

—

$2,500

16%

$5,000

25%

$10,000

31%

$25,000

40%

This example represents the potential savings for a PURE member in Illinois. Savings may
vary by state. This is the amount of coverage for improvements and finishes of your home
(sometime called “additions and alterations”) as well as your personal belongings in it. Unlike
standard carriers and some high net worth carriers, PURE combines A&A and contents
coverage which can result in easier, hassle-free claims processing. Data as of September 2012.

OVER
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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Flexible Blanket Coverage for Additions & Alterations and Contents. Unlike many other carriers, PURE allows you to combine these coverages
into one aggregate limit giving you the flexibility to apply coverage where it is needed most.

Loss Scenarios:
See How PURE Stacks Up.

Loss
Amount

PURE’s Coverage
($2M blanket)

A Leading Competitor’s Coverage
($1.0M A&A/$1.0M Contents)

Following a family vacation, you return home to find your house The loss is $0.2M
has been burglarized and your personal property stolen.
A&A and $1.5M
Contents, totaling
$1.7M.

$1.7M of coverage

Only $1.2M of coverage

A faucet in an upstairs bathroom is unintentionally left running
while you are away for the weekend resulting in significant
water damage.

The loss is $1.7M
A&A and $0.1M
Contents, totaling
$1.8M.

$1.8M of coverage

Only $1.1M of coverage, unless Extended
Replacement Cost applies in which case
coverage is $1.6M ($1.5M A&A and $0.1M
Contents).

A fire damages your kitchen.

The loss totals
$350,000 of A&A
and Contents.

$350,000 of coverage

$350,000 of coverage
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PURE Flood Solutions®
Comprehensive, Customizable Flood Protection for PURE Members.
Flooding is the most common natural disaster yet flood damage is not covered by a Homeowners policy. Floods can occur almost
anywhere and at any time, and you do not need to live near water to be impacted. People outside of high-risk areas file more than
20% of flood claims and receive more than one-third of disaster assistance for flooding. Whether it’s caused by flash flooding,
heavy rains from seasonal storms, or storm surge from a hurricane, flood can cause catastrophic damage to your home and property.

PURE Flood Solutions allows members to obtain superior flood
coverage and claim service. The product suite has been designed
to meet the diverse needs of the membership and offers three
customizable levels of protection. Every solution begins with primary
flood insurance that PURE offers through the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) and can be enhanced with broadening endorsements
and increased coverage limits. The PURE Member Advocates® and
PURE-appointed claim adjusters help create a dramatically better
service experience while reducing the time required to settle a loss.

Advantages of PURE Flood Solutions.

Exceptional, Customizable Coverage. Every “Solution” begins with
primary flood insurance that PURE offers through the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP). Purchasing a broadening endorsement on
your homeowners policy, either PURE Flood Advantage® or PURE
Flood Extension® (depending on the location of your home), provides
coverage for things that are excluded by the NFIP. If higher coverage
limits are desired, an excess flood endorsement may be purchased.
You’ll find additional coverage descriptions on the next page.
Seamless Claims Response. Should you suffer a loss consisting of
multiple kinds of damage (e.g., a severe storm causes wind damage
to your roof and surface water damage to your home and contents),
a single point of contact will be assigned to manage and accelerate
all aspects of the claim process on your behalf.
PURE Member Advocate® These valuable resources are available
to help minimize the administrative hassles associated with risk
management and the claims process. Whether you need help finding
a specialized contractor, locating temporary housing, or coordinating
repairs, the PURE Member Advocate provide dedicated, personalized
service “before, during, and after” a claim.
Premium Savings. By purchasing PURE Flood Insurance along with
either PURE Flood Advantage or PURE Flood Extension, you will
receive a 5% discount on your Homeowners (up to $250).

OVER
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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1
Purchase Primary
Flood coverage

High Risk Flood Zones &
Coastal Locations

2

3

Select a broadening
endorsement.

COVERAGE A

$250,000

For higher limits, select Excess Flood endorsement for limits
up to the full value of your home and contents.

COVERAGE C

PURE Excess Flood
Higher limits available for
purchase, broadened by PURE
Flood Extension when applicable.

$100,000

Primary Flood Coverage
Primary coverage limits:
$250,000 dwelling
$100,000 contents
Various sub-limits apply.

Non-Coastal, Moderate
to Low Risk Flood Zones

PURE Flood Extension®
Broadening Endorsement (see below)
$250,000 dwelling
$100,000 contents
Various sub-limits apply.

COVERAGE A

COVERAGE C

PURE Excess Flood
Higher limits available for
purchase, broadened by
PURE Flood Advantage, when
applicable.

$1,000,000*

Primary Flood Coverage
Primary coverage limits:
$250,000 dwelling
$100,000 contents
Various sub-limits apply.

$250,000

$100,000

*PURE Flood Advantage®
Broadening Endorsement (see
below) that also increases the total
coverage available for coverages
A & C (combined) to $1,000,000.

Key coverages found in the broadening endorsements:
Coverage for a Single Location
Flood. Coverage for losses that result from

Additional Living Expenses.

Basement Improvements.

Replacement Cost Coverage.

Other Structure Coverage.

Basement Contents.

a localized flood even if your home is the
only one impacted. Primary Flood does not
provide coverage for losses that impact a
single location or less than 2 acres of dry land.

Coverage up to the full replacement
cost of contents and buildings (including
secondary homes); subject to the limit
of your flood policy. Replacement Cost
Coverage is limited with Primary Flood as
it only applies to the primary residence;
Actual Cash Value is applied for secondary
homes and contents.

Up to $50,000 in coverage for suitable
housing should your home become
uninhabitable. Not covered with Primary
Flood.

Coverage for other structures located on
your property including barns and pool
houses as well as broader coverage for
detached garages. Primary Flood coverage
is limited to detached garages only, and
payment is limited to 10% of the flood
coverage limit on the home.

Up to $30,000 of replacement cost
coverage for damage to your basement
beyond just mechanicals, plumbing, and
drywall. Not covered with Primary Flood.

Up to $15,000 of coverage for personal
property in the basement that is damaged
by flood. Not covered with Primary Flood,
with the exception of certain appliances,
such as washer, dryers, refrigerators,
boilers and furnaces.

Property Removal.

Up to $10,000 to cover the costs to move
your personal property out of harm’s way in
the event a flood threatens. Primary Flood
will only cover up to $1,000.

Built-in Higher Limits:

PURE Flood Advantage automatically
increases the total available coverage to
$1,000,000 (not to exceed the combined
A and C limits under the policy). Special
limits apply. Not included with Primary
Flood Extension.
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PURE Private Fleet Automobile Coverage
Quality Coverage for Responsible Drivers.
PURE provides comprehensive car insurance – including protection for regularly used vehicles, antique cars, luxury motor homes, motorcycles
and golf carts – all on one policy and often at significantly lower rates. PURE’s pricing model is designed to reward responsible drivers with
lower premiums.

A Partial Listing of Notable Coverages.

Agreed Value Coverage. At the time your policy is issued, you can
work with PURE to determine the amount you will be paid in the event
of a total loss. That amount remains fixed throughout the one year
policy term, regardless of depreciation. In the event of a total loss to
your vehicle, PURE will pay the amount stated on your policy, with no
deductible.
Lease Gap Coverage. It is common to owe more on a loan or lease than
the value of the vehicle. In a total loss, if the agreed value settlement
falls short of covering your existing loan or lease obligations, a PURE
auto policy is designed to cover the difference for you.
Original Replacement Parts. In the event of a loss, your vehicle will
be repaired with original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) parts.
Additionally, PURE will not deduct for wear and tear on existing parts;
we’ll pay the full cost of replacement.
Extended Transportation Expenses. Following a covered loss, if
you’re in need of a rental vehicle while your car is being repaired,
you won’t be faced with the daily dollar restrictions most carriers
impose. PURE offers up to $5,000 to help members find rental cars
of like kind and quality to their original vehicles. What’s more, if your
vehicle breaks down more than 50 miles from home, these funds
can be applied to hotel accommodations, meals and additional travel
expenses incurred while your vehicle is out of commission.
Unlimited Roadside Assistance. Our contracted specialists are
available 24/7 to help members with towing, tire replacements,
lockouts, and breakdowns. This coverage is unlimited for
disablements resulting from covered losses. Coverage for other
disablements is available up to $350 per occurrence for members
who purchase Towing and Labor coverage.

A Real Member’s Story.

When an accident left a PURE member’s rare model car with extensive
damage, he called PURE. Our Member Advocate quickly arranged to
have the vehicle towed to the nearest dealer-authorized repair shop.
When the responsiveness of the shop didn’t meet PURE’s customer
service standards or the member’s demanding schedule, our Member
Advocate set out to find a more suitable service provider. Because
the vehicle is so rare, the nearest qualified alternate repair facility was
over 100 miles away. Our Member Advocate treated the car like it
was her own. She sent it to the most service-oriented shop, despite
the distance and expense, checked on its repair status multiple times
a week, and kept the member in the loop.

Generous Discounts Available.

PURE offers members generous premium discounts, such as credits
for the following:
•
•
•
•

More cars than drivers
Clean loss history
Multiple policy discounts
Seasonal use discount1

Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.2
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PURE Jewelry, Art & Collections Coverage

A Higher Standard of Protection for Your Most Valued Possessions.
Whether you collect jewelry, fine art, wine, coins, stamps, or virtually any other rarity, PURE’s comprehensive coverage helps protect your
collections – from the large and complicated to smaller collections of just a few precious heirlooms. In addition, our team of risk management
experts can work with you to create a thorough plan to help safeguard your most beloved possessions.

A Partial List of Notable Coverage Features.

Worldwide Coverage. We extend coverage for direct or accidental
loss or damage anywhere in the world.
Flexible Coverage Options. You can choose to itemize (or schedule)
the replacement cost of each item within a collection. If an item is lost
or stolen, we will pay the agreed amount for that item. If the market
value of the lost item has increased beyond the coverage amount,
PURE will provide coverage for up to 150% of the original, scheduled
amount (up to the coverage limit for its class).
For a collection with many lower-valued items, some members prefer
the efficiency of blanket coverage. This allows you to insure the
aggregate value of a collection of items, such as a wine collection
or gallery of artwork. With this option, coverage for any single item is
provided up to 25% of the blanket coverage amount.
Losses to Pairs and Sets. If you lose a single earring; you have the
option of replacing the lost earring, keeping the remaining earring and
receive the difference in the market value of the pair; or surrender the
remaining earring to us, and receive the full market value of the pair.
Newly Acquired Items. For valuables protected with our itemized
coverage, you have a comfortable 90 days to inform us of newly
purchased or inherited items. If a loss occurs before we are informed
of the purchase, we will cover the replacement cost of the new item
up to the total amount scheduled for the collection class to which the
item is added.

A Real Member’s Story.

While PURE’s claims professionals always work to resolve claims in a
fair and timely manner, we also work hard to reduce the impact of the
loss. So, when a PURE member lost one earring from an heirloom set
that had been passed down by her grandmother, we didn’t just pay
her for the value of the missing earing. A PURE Member Advocate
worked with a jeweler to turn the remaining earring into a pendant so
that the member could continue to enjoy her beloved heirloom.

Generous Discounts Available.

You can be confident that insuring with PURE is a great value. As
a member-owned specialty insurer, PURE aims to charge the right
price, not the highest one; so we can cover your valuables precisely,
often creating significant savings. In addition to fair prices, we offer
generous premium discounts, for example:
Appraisal Discount. If your appraisal is up to date (less than two years
old), you can receive a discount of up to 20% on the schedule.
Storage Discount. Collections kept in UL-rated, secured home safes,
or protected by a central station burglar and fire alarm are eligible for
premium discounts.
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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PURE Personal Excess Liability Coverage
Protection for Your Family’s Assets.

Owning multiple homes, automobiles and watercrafts; having a swimming pool; employing domestic staff – these are a few of the factors that
increase liability risk. And the greater the wealth, the greater the likelihood of being targeted with a lawsuit. PURE offers coverage limits up to
$50 million to protect against claims of personal injury, bodily injury and property damage as well as valuable optional coverages designed for
precise circumstances.

Coverage Features
Seamless Coverage. The liability coverage included within homeowners, auto and watercraft policies is considered primary insurance;
it responds first in the event of a claim. Personal Excess Liability insurance responds once primary coverage limits have been exhausted.
Legal Defense Costs. Legal defense costs are covered, even if the suit is groundless, false or fraudulent. These expenses do not reduce
the amount available to pay damages.
Supplemental Defense. We offer an additional $10,000 for reimbursement for fees incurred by personal attorneys and defense counsel
employed to shadow a case.
Worldwide Protection. You are covered whether you are at home, on the road, in your community or abroad.

Optional Coverages

PURE members can elect to add the following optional coverages designed for precise circumstances:
Not-for-Profit Directors & Officer Liability Coverage
HIGH NET WORTH
INDIVIDUALS WHO
SERVE ON BOARDS

43%

$

NOT-FOR-PROFITS THAT
EXPERIENCED D&O
CLAIM IN PAST 10 YEARS

63%

Philanthropy is a passion shared by many high net worth individuals,
and a recent study shows that 43% serve on the boards of charitable
organizations.1 While commendable, serving on a board creates
liability risk; board members can be held liable for the actions or
inactions of the organization. In the past ten years, 63% of not-forprofit organizations have experienced a D&O claim.2 In each instance,
the personal assets of the organization’s board members could have
been exposed.
This optional coverage protects the financial well-being of those
who serve on qualifying boards–regardless of the number. Members
can select from limits up to $5 million and coverage includes a
unique “drop down” feature that helps to eliminate potential gaps
between the member’s coverage and the organization’s.
Qualifying not-for-profits include 501(c) organizations with less than
$50 million in assets and residential Co-op boards. Non-qualifying
organizations include those involved with secondary education or
healthcare; those that have been in existence for less than one
year; those with pending IRS certification; and those where 75% or
more of annual spend is on fundraising and expenses.
Claim Scenario: Failure to renew an option to extend the lease for land
used as a golf course resulted in a substantial increase in membership
fees. A suit brought on by club members was settled for $2 million, only
$1 million of which was covered by the club’s D&O policy.

HOMEOWNERS

|

AUTOMOBILE

|

Uninsured & Underinsured Coverage
If you or a family member are seriously injured as a result of someone
else’s negligence, you could be left with costly out-of-pocket expenses
if the party responsible is not sufficiently insured. In addition, you may
not be compensated for lost wages, pain and suffering, and more.
Uninsured Motorists Coverage. Members can purchase up to
$10 million of coverage to protect in the event they are involved in
an accident with a driver who is not adequately insured.
Claim Scenario: A woman was walking through a parking lot when she
was hit by a car. She sustained serious but non-life-threatening injuries.
The driver was uninsured and the woman’s medical bills and other
related expenses exceeded $900,000.

Uninsured Personal Liability Coverage. Members can purchase
up to $1 million of coverage for protection against non-automobile
related incidents involving individuals who are not adequately insured.
Claim Scenario: A high-level executive was seriously injured as a result of
a slip and fall on his neighbor’s property. The neighbor had only $300,000
in liability coverage — well below what the executive was legally entitled
to recover.

Employment Practice Liability Coverage
Members with domestic employees, including drivers, childcare
providers, housekeepers and caretakers, can purchase up to
$1 million of coverage to protect against allegations of wrongful
employment acts, such as wrongful termination, sexual harassment
and discrimination.
Claim Scenario: After a nanny was fired for poor work performance,
she brought suit against her employer alleging discrimination. The suit
demands damages in excess of $250,000.

JEWELRY, ART & COLLECTIONS

|

WATERCRAFT

|
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PURE Watercraft Coverage
Specialized Protection for Responsible Boat Owners.
PURE’s policies provide members with comprehensive coverage and exceptional claims service. Whether you own a sailboat or powerboat,
a small boat or luxury yacht — or something in between — our Watercraft Insurance policy can be tailored to meet your specific needs.

A Partial List of Notable Coverage Features.

Agreed Value. In the event of a covered total loss to your watercraft,
PURE will pay the Hull coverage amount listed on your policy without
application of your standard deductible (a Named Storm deductible
may still apply).
Replacement Cost. PURE will pay to repair your vessel without
deducting for depreciation on most covered partial losses. Actual
Cash Value settlement may apply on sails, outboard engines, canvas
and batteries that are more than three years old and vessels that are
for sale.
Navigational Limits. Whether navigating close to home or far away,
PURE offers coverage for all of your cruising itineraries.
Personal Effects. If personal property or fishing equipment is damaged
or stolen from your vessel, PURE will pay to repair or replace it, up to
the limit that you choose. Subject to a $250 deductible.
Tenders. Coverage is automatically included and can be tailored to
your specific needs.
Liability Protection. PURE provides coverage for legal defense costs,
damages, pollution clean-up and containment, wreck removal and
Jones Act coverage for paid crew.
Emergency Towing & Assistance. If your vessel becomes disabled –
even if it is caused by an event not covered by the policy – PURE will
pay the towing and emergency assistance costs without application
of a deductible.
Uninsured Boater. If you or your passengers are injured due to the
actions of an uninsured boater, PURE provides coverage up to the
limit that you choose.

A Real Member’s Story.

A member, gearing up for a week-long cruise with his family, was
preparing his yacht when he found that the engine was damaged due
to a covered loss. The voyage was scheduled to begin only four days
later. He immediately notified us of the claim. By the next day we had
found a replacement engine and had made arrangements for it to be
installed and tested.
The member was thrilled that we were able to rectify the problem so
quickly and without interrupting his travel plans.

Medical Payments. PURE will cover the reasonable medical and
related expenses should one of your passengers be injured aboard
your vessel.
Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act (LHWCA).
Coverage is automatically provided for those employed aboard your
vessel who are within the jurisdiction of the LHWCA.
Marine Environmental Damage. PURE automatically provides
up to $2,500 per occurrence, for fines and penalties for marine
environmental damage.

Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1

Hurricane Haul-Out. PURE will reimburse haul-out and storage
expenses that you incur, subject to the limit in your policy, to protect
your vessel from a named storm.
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PURE CYBERSAFE SOLUTIONSSM

Helping PURE members to live more confidently in a world of increasing cyber exposure and risk.
PURE CyberSafe SolutionsSM was designed to help you assess, prevent, detect and respond to cyber threats. These solutions include:

Resources and Services to Help You Prevent Loss
Cyber Knowledge Center
Information is power, so we’ve created a Knowledge Center to help you better understand cyber threats and learn how to mitigate
risks. Among other things, the Knowledge Center includes a comprehensive white paper, as well as an interactive diagnostic tool
to help you assess your vulnerability to cyber risks. The Knowledge Center can be found at puresituationroom.com/cyber.
Cyber Advice Line
Cyber Risk specialists are available to assist you with specific questions or concerns regarding the prevention, detection, and
response to cyber attacks. Call 855.573.PURE (7873) between 9AM – 8PM EST Monday through Friday for assistance.
CyberSafe Fundamentals Check
As part of our in-home PURE360TM Risk Management Consultation, PURE Risk Managers will conduct a 10-point cyber risk
assessment designed to help you identify and mitigate major vulnerabilities in your home network, devices and online activities.
World-Class Services Provided by Concentric AdvisorsTM
PURE has partnered with Concentric Advisors, innovators in the field of personal security, to bring you custom fee-based solutions
designed to address evolving cyber threats and their associated risks.
Home Cyber Security Audit: An audit of your home network, devices, security protocols and usage designed to identify and
help manage vulnerabilities.
Social Engineering Assessment: An analysis of the publically-available personal information that exists online about you.
Through this assessment, Concentric will identify vulnerabilities by predicting how this information can be used against you,
and make practical recommendations to help mitigate these threats.
CyberShield: A managed monitoring solution designed to detect and respond to intrusion attempts on your home network.
Through 24/7 automated monitoring and human data analysis, Concentric can identify and respond to threats, as well as
identify emerging threats or related trends.

Additional Service

Valuable Coverage and Restoration Assistance
PURE’s High Value Homeowners Policy provides coverage for:
Liability. For claims and lawsuits brought against you as a result of
cyber-related property damage or personal injury, we will pay the
defense costs and damages, up to the liability limit on the policy. For
example, if your child is accused of committing cyber-bullying, or a
hacker – using your social profile – posts slanderous comments, or
exposes your personal correspondence that is damaging to a third
party.
Identity Theft Restoration. Following an identity theft incident, we will
pay the full cost for an identity restoration consultant to restore your
credit record and personal identity.

Through one of our preferred identity theft
protection providers, you can obtain monitoring
and restoration services at a discounted rate.
Monitors your credit report, SSN and black
market websites and alerts you of any
suspicious activity with your data.
Manages the restoration process by
eliminating the hassles associated with
canceling and replacing credit cards,
driver’s licenses, Social Security cards,
insurance cards and more.

Financial Loss. In the event of unauthorized use of your credit card
or unauthorized electronic transfer from your bank or other asset
account, we will pay up to $10,000.

To learn more about PURE CyberSafe SolutionsSM, visit pureinsurance.com/cyber
or call 888.813.PURE (7873).
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PURE Equipment Breakdown Coverage
PURE is pleased to offer Equipment Breakdown Coverage as an optional endorsement to our High Value Homeowners policy. This endorsement
enhances a member’s High Value Homeowners policy by adding coverage for losses caused by mechanical, electrical, and pressure system
breakdown, which are not covered under your Homeowners policy. Coverage is applicable to systems that are built into the home or other
structures, as well as appliances, computers, or personal property.

Why Choose PURE Equipment Breakdown Coverage?

• Highly competitive pricing based on the dwelling limit of the
home.
• $100,000 of coverage per occurrence.
• $500 deductible for covered equipment breakdown losses.
• While some carriers only cover systems that are built into the
home, PURE’s endorsement includes coverage for personal
property.
• Additional coverage is provided for loss of use, spoilage,
cleaning up pollutants, restoring data and for the additional cost
of upgrading equipment that must be replaced with a more
environmentally friendly model.

Coverage Where You Need it.

The modern home contains many expensive systems and appliances
subject to equipment breakdown, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Televisions/Plasma/LCD
Microwaves
Sump Pumps
High-Efficiency Home Heating & Central A/C Systems
Media Rooms
Smart Home Systems
Well Water Pumps
Freezer Units
High-Energy Electrical Service Panels
Heat Pumps
Ovens
Refrigerators
Swimming Pool Equipment
Water Heaters
Sound Systems
Garbage Disposals
Dishwashers
Washers and Dryers Computer & Peripheral Equipment
Lighting & Home Environment Monitoring
Home Security Systems

Sample Covered Losses.

A power surge caused by the electric utility resulted in arcing damage
to the electronic components of a panel television and electric motor
of an air conditioning system. Replacement and repairs required
service by separate technicians.
Cost of Repairs: $3,750
A well water pump that supplies water to the home short circuits and
the pump cannot be replaced before the next day. With no water to
the home, the family was relocated to a hotel.
Cost of Replacing the Well Pump: $2,600;
Hotel Expenses: $800
A personal computer used to control multiple systems (HVAC,
lighting and irrigation) within the home sustained electrical damage
from a power surge. Replacement of the computer and the unique
programming was required.
Property Damage: $2,975

Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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PURE Risk Management & Claims Services
Insurance is Just the Beginning.
PURE members have access to exceptional services — facilitated by a Member Advocate, risk managers, and dedicated claims professionals
— all designed to help reduce risks, enhance safety, and minimize administrative hassles.

PURE Member Advocate®.

PURE is the only specialty insurance carrier that employs Member
Advocates who focus on minimizing administrative hassles for
members that can be associated with the claims and risk management
processes. Our Member Advocates provide dedicated, personalized
service when it’s needed.
Before a Loss… PURE Member Advocates research past claims to
identify ways in which future claims can be avoided. In addition, they
can help to implement suggestions made by our risk managers during
the appraisal process as well as to locate suitable service providers.
Following are a just few examples:
•
•
•
•

Facilitate the installation of loss prevention devices, such as
alarm systems and water shut-off devices.
Help locate quality home service providers for everything
from tree removals and grout repair to roof inspections.
Establish emergency evacuation plans.
Coordinate fine art appraisals.

In the Event of a Loss… PURE Member Advocates work alongside
members and claims adjusters to manage and alleviate the
administrative hassles associated with claims. Following are just a
few examples:
•
•
•
•

Obtain estimates and schedule contractors.
Purchase a new vehicle in the case of a total loss.
Locate suitable replacement parts, whether for a beloved
car, a rare watch, or whatever needs repair or replacement.
Arrange temporary living accommodations if your home is
uninhabitable.

A Gateway to More... PURE Member Advocates can provide members
with access to our vast network of trusted third-party professionals
who provide additional risk management tools and services. Many of
these are available to members at a discounted rate, or even free as
part of our program. Following are just a few examples:
Offered as part of PURE’s Risk Management Program:
•
Tree Risk Assessments
•
Background Checks on Private Staff
•
Collections Preservation
•
Cell Phone Blocking Devices

Available to Members at a Discounted Rate:
•
Backup Generators
•
Water Shut-off Devices
•
Home Security Devices
•
Identity Theft Protection
•
Personal Security Assessments
•
Youthful Driver Training
•
Collections Appraisals
•
Storm Shutters
•
Contents Inventorying

98% Claims Satisfaction Rating1

PURE’s claim professionals provide members with excellent claims
service — from a quick and professional response, to a timely and
fair settlement — whenever possible. Our team of professionals is
dedicated to communicating clearly and frequently throughout the
claims process, and will work tirelessly to minimize administrative
hassles for our members as often as we can. In fact, when surveyed
for feedback, 98% of respondents would recommend PURE to a
friend or family member.
OVER
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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Other Risk Management Services.

In addition to helping members select the right amount of insurance
coverage, our team of risk managers also provide a range of services
aimed at helping them better protect their homes and properties from
loss. Following are just a few of the services offered by our team of
risk managers:
Risk Management Inspections & Appraisals. PURE can provide
complimentary home inspections to identify potential sources of
risk to your property and adequate coverage limits. At your request,
a PURE Member Advocate will handle the arrangements to help
remedy issues identified during the inspection.
Wildfire Risk Assessments. If you live in an area prone to wildfires, this
service can provide an added layer of protection throughout wildfire
season. At the start of the season, we can coordinate a property
inspection to identify potential vulnerabilities to wildfire. If warranted,
we will recommend steps you can take to help safeguard your home.
If an active wildfire threatens your home, a response team will be
dispatched, and access permitting, will attempt to treat your home
with the same fire retardant that’s used by the U.S. Forest Service.
Hurricane and Catastrophe Response. PURE has a comprehensive
plan in place in advance of potential catastrophic events. Our
emergency equipment and supplies are ready for deployment and
we have secured the services of water damage remediation firms as
well as other specialized vendors. PURE Member Advocates provide
pre-storm communications and can take action to help secure your
home and the safety of your family.
Thermographic Inspections. This service is intended to detect
frequent causes of property damage before they escalate into a
catastrophic loss. Our risk managers will inspect your home using
infrared technology to reveal temperature variations behind walls or
ceilings that are undetectable to the naked eye. These irregularities
can indicate overheating within the home’s electrical distribution
system, moisture due to a leak, or the presence of mold.

A Real Member’s Story.

“About two weeks after we were done with the claim, I got a call from
[the Member Advocate] asking if I knew that there was extra money
available for preventative maintenance and about a week later we got
a check for $2,500.”
—Jonathan L., Westfield, NJ
PURE’s High Value Homeowners policy includes a $2,500 coverage
allowance, payable on claims over $10,000, towards the installation
of a loss control device or the enlisting of an expert to help prevent a
similar incident from occurring in the future.
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PURE Wildfire Mitigation Program
PURE specializes in insuring “the most responsible owners of the finest-built homes”, and attracts members (policyholders) who take
extraordinary care and precaution when building and maintaining their exceptional properties. In areas prone to wildfire, PURE members
typically own homes constructed with smart, non-combustible materials; they also employ routine property maintenance that preserves
ample defensible space around the home while minimizing flammable debris or vegetation. The Wildfire Mitigation Program includes pre-fire
and emergency response services intended to reduce, or even prevent, loss from wildfire. The following services are available to members:
Prevention Services.
At-Home Consultation. At the member’s request, we will coordinate
a property inspection to identify potential vulnerabilities to wildfire. If
warranted, we will recommend steps that the member can take to
help safeguard the space around the home, including suggestions
for landscaping and building materials, landscape maintenance, preseason perimeter sprays, and evacuation planning. PURE’s Member
Advocate® can help coordinate these services, often at discounted
rates, with proven, well-qualified providers.
Prevention Advice & Active Fire Updates. When a wildfire threatens,
members will receive phone and/or email updates on the fire’s
movement and important claims and risk management contact
information, as well as links to websites and resources.
Emergency Response Services.
We have teamed up with Firebreak Spray Systems, LLC (Firebreak),
a leader in wildfire mitigation, to monitor active wildfires and provide
emergency response services. If a wildfire’s projected path threatens
an enrolled home, with the approval of local fire authorities, Firebreak
specialists will be dispatched to assess the threat — without further
action on the member’s part. They will perform an emergency
inspection of the property which may include removal of flammables
near structures and application of Phos-Chek® (a long-term fire
retardant) to vulnerable areas of the property.
Eligibility & Enrollment.
PURE members residing in AZ, CO, MT, NM, NV, OR, TX, UT, WA
and WY are eligible for the program and will automatically receive our
prevention services; however, enrollment is required for emergency
response services. Members may enroll upon initially joining PURE,
or any time thereafter.

Why do I need to enroll to receive emergency response services?
How do I enroll? Enrollment is required in order to provide Firebreak
with authorization to access your property in the event of a wildfire.
Members may enroll upon initially joining PURE, or any time thereafter.
We encourage members to enroll as they join so that we can ensure
adequate resources are available to assist all members in need during
an active wildfire. To enroll now, contact a PURE Member Advocate
or visit pureinsurance.com/wildfire-enrollment.
What does this service cost? There is no cost to enroll in this program
and all services provided by PURE are complimentary. Additional
fees may apply for optional mitigation services offered by third parties
including the pre-season perimeter spray.

Frequently Asked Questions.

What is this program? The Wildfire Mitigation Program is offered as
part of our Risk Management Program. These services are designed to
help members in Western states reduce their risk to property damage
resulting from a wildfire through pre-fire preventative measures and
emergency response services.
How do I take advantage of this program? PURE members residing
in AZ, CA, CO, MT, NM, NV, OR, TX, UT, WA and WY are eligible
for the program. Prevention services will be administered as part
of a member’s PURE360TM Risk Management Consultation or upon
request. Enrollment is required for emergency response services.

OVER
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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Who is Firebreak Spray Systems, LLC (Firebreak) and how do they differ from my local fire department? Firebreak is a leader in wildfire
mitigation services and a PURE trusted provider. While this is not a private fire department, all members of the response team are professional
firefighters and have received qualifications and training from state-certified fire academies. Together with Firebreak, we aim to reduce the
likelihood of property damage caused by wildfire — well before one ignites. This service does not replace the emergency services provided by
your local municipality, state, or federal responders. It also does not eliminate the possibility that members may need to evacuate their homes.
What actions might be taken at my property in the event a wildfire threatens? Firebreak specialists may remove combustible items, such as
wood piles and patio furniture, in order to reduce the potential for fires started by airborne embers. In addition, they may apply a thin layer of
fire retardant to combustible components of the home and landscape if the threat of wildfire becomes imminent.
Will someone contact me during a wildfire? PURE’s Risk Management team may call and/or email members with updates and advice during
an active wildfire, however we will not reach out to coordinate an emergency response visit. Once enrolled, members do not need to do
anything more in order for us to take action. (Please be sure that we have an accurate email address and phone number on file so that we
can reach you when necessary.)
Am I assured that one of your crews will come to my home during a wildfire threat? Firebreak will make every attempt to reach enrolled
members’ homes during active wildfires, however there may be situations where access is not possible because of unforeseen conditions or
restrictions by local and state authorities. There is no guarantee that our actions or the actions of Firebreak will prevent damage to a member’s
home.
What is Phos-Chek®? Phos-Chek is a specially formulated fire retardant that has been used for decades by the U.S. Forest Service. PhosChek is designed to be safe around plants, animals and people; and it will not damage or stain your home.
How long will Phos-Chek protect my property? Phos-Chek is a long-term retardant — it is designed to maintain its protective coating until it
is washed off by rain or a hose. That means that the application received during a pre-treatment can help protect your property for an entire
wildfire season. To learn more about Phos-Chek, visit phoschek.com.
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The PURE Member Advocate®
Dedicated to Saving Time and Eliminating Hassles for Members.
PURE’s commitment to providing an exceptional member experience is personified by the work of the PURE Member Advocate. These
individuals help members reduce risk, save time, and eliminate hassles.

Before a claim. Member Advocates can assist in implementing suggestions made by our risk managers during the appraisal process and
can help locate suitable service providers.

During a claim. In the event of a loss, our Member Advocates work alongside you and our claims adjusters to manage and alleviate the
administrative hassles associated with claims.

After a claim. Member Advocates look for ways to help you prevent similar losses from occurring, and in cases of larger losses, will offer
our allowance towards the cost of loss prevention solutions.

A gateway to more. Member Advocates can connect you to

our vast network of trusted third-party professionals who provide
additional risk management tools and services. Many of these are
available to members at a discounted rate, or even free as part of our
program. Following are just a few examples. Contact the Member
Advocate to learn more or for assistance with custom requests.
Home Maintenance Vendors
Your Member Advocate is available to help you research service
providers for your home’s upkeep. In the past, we’ve helped members
get quotes and coordinate appointments with chimney sweeps, pool
service companies and vendors that specialize in cleaning gutters.
Home Safety and Security
We can connect you to highly trained, premier security consultants
who perform home security assessments. This service includes an
examination of your house and property to identify potential safety
risks that may make your home a target for predators. At your
request, your Member Advocate will work to provide advice and
solutions to the recommendations made upon your home security
assessment, and can handle the arrangements to remedy identified
issues. In addition, they can recommend high quality smoke and
carbon monoxide detectors, burglar alarms, and safes, some of
which may be available at a discounted rate.
Contents Inventories
Ranging from simple videos to more complex, customized software,
we can access the resources to help you create a thorough inventory
of your home’s contents — making your property easier to account
for and replace following a loss.
Fine Art Valuations and Preservation
We have negotiated discounted rates for fine art experts who provide
preservation and valuation advice for your jewelry or fine art collection.
Along with our contracted experts, your Member Advocate can
recommend companies and facilities specializing in the proper highsecurity transportation and storage of your collection. They can also
help you devise plans to care for your collections in the event of an
emergency evacuation.

Generator Purchasing and Installation
Permanent generators help keep sump pumps working, prevent
losses in other ways, and maintain quality of life when the power goes
out. Several leading manufacturers of installed generators offer PURE
members discounted pricing and expedited installation.
Water Shut-off
Water shut-off valves are designed to automatically stop the flow
of water into your home helping to protect it from significant water
damage. These devices are often available to PURE members at a
discounted rate.
Private Employee Background Checks
Without proper screening, private employees (maids, gardeners,
nannies and caregivers) can pose a hidden threat to the safety and
security of your property and loved ones. Through our relationship
with a national risk consulting company, you can conduct background
checks on these employees, up to five per year, at a discounted rate.*
Arborist Evaluation
Dead, dying or weak trees pose hidden dangers to your home and
loved ones. A certified arborist from a leading firm can conduct a
complimentary assessment of your property in order to identify
hazardous or precariously located trees and help design a plan to
reduce your risk.
OVER
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Real Member Stories
We set out with the belief that with a higher, unexpected level of service, we could build a highly enthusiastic membership.
Here are a few of our enthusiastic members telling their stories.
Finding a home after Sandy.
When a massive tree fell through Mina’s roof during Superstorm Sandy, her first thought
was for the safety of her children. She was devastated when the first responders indicated
that the damage to their home was so significant that it would be uninhabitable for several
months. That’s when Joan, her Member Advocate, stepped in. Joan helped secure a
long-term rental home for the family; one in the same area as their home so her daughters
could remain in their school. She also dispatched an arborist to clear the tree and remove
another, in order to prevent a similar loss from happening in the next big storm. Joan’s
empathy made a horrific situation easier on Mina’s family, who now has peace of mind
knowing that PURE will be there the next time a storm comes through.
Nina C., PURE Member

No Matter the Distance.
When an accident left James’ car with extensive damage, he called PURE. Karsten, his
Member Advocate, arranged for his rare model to be towed to the nearest dealer-authorized
repair shop. When the responsiveness of the shop didn’t meet PURE’s customer service
standards or James’ demanding schedule, Karsten set out to find a more suitable service
provider. Because James’ vehicle is so rare, the nearest qualified alternate repair facility
was over 100 miles away. Karsten treated his car like it was her own. She sent it to the
most service-oriented shop, despite the distance and expense, checked on its repair
status multiple times a week, and kept James in the loop.
James G., PURE Member
Helping prevent losses and making life easier.
During a cold snap in the Northeast, PURE’s Risk Management team distributed an email
communication to area members offering tips and Member Advocate support to help
prevent frozen pipes. Among those to take advantage of our offer was a member who
was spending the winter in her Florida home. Despite it being a Saturday, Rick, one of
our Member Advocates, was deployed to the member’s New York home that same day
and within a couple of days one of our Risk Managers also visited the home. The two
confirmed that there were no frozen pipes and no immediate threat of water damage.
The Risk Manager went on to conduct a risk assessment of the home during which he
identified a few concerns (none immediate) which he communicated to the member along
with Rick’s willingness to help resolve them.
You can find other stories like these on pureinsurance.com.

Rick C., PURE Member Advocate

Contact the PURE Member Advocate at 888-813-7873 or
memberadvocate@pureinsurance.com for access to these
services or for any help at all as it related to the protection or
your home or resolving a claim.
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Quoting with PURE
PURE offers Partner Agents a variety of ways to obtain a quote for a prospective member. Below we outline the choices, our service standards
and the key differences. We trust that you will choose a way to quote with PURE that works for you.

PURE’s Online Quoting System

We offer a web-based quoting and policy issuance system that
allows you to log in, complete required information and receive an
immediate, real-time premium indication. Our system is customercentric, eliminating the need to double key customer information
across multiple lines of business. It automatically pulls in key
information, including geo-coding the home, protection class and
flood zone, and driver and vehicle details from MVR records, making
quoting very efficient.
Overview.
•
Quotes are entered by you, so you control the inputs.
•
Provides real-time premium indication.
•
Adjustable deductibles and coverage choices for premium
options.
•
Generates a customer-facing proposal that can be 		
customized.
•
Underwriting rules alert you to anything we will need to bind.
•
Quotes can be referred to your Underwriter for final 		
approval and suggestions.
Service Level Promise.
•
Underwriter responds same day/next morning.

Submit a Quote via Email

PURE’s email quote service allows you to email a submission in to
us and to receive a proposal back by email. A complete submission
makes for a quicker and more accurate quote, and while we will
accept an ACORD application, or copies of current Declarations
Pages, please be sure to provide the supplemental information we
require (see page 2).
Overview.
•
Email your submission to quote@pureinsurance.com.
•
Receive an immediate email confirmation that we have 		
received your request.
•
Receive a complete, underwritten proposal with a list of any
•
additional information we need to bind.
•
Log in to PURE Online to create your own deductible and
coverage options.
Service Level Promise.
•
Complete submissions will be quoted within 24 hours.
•
A member of our Quote Team will reach out to obtain any
missing information from a submission.

OVER
Thanks to a low cost of capital, careful member selection, and
proactive risk management, PURE members report an average
annual savings of more than 25%.1
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Quoting with PURE
Supplemental Email Quote Information.
When you send a customer’s information to quote@pureinsurance.com, our Quote Team will work to return a full proposal to you within 24
hours. When we receive complete information on a submission, it makes the process much more efficient and helps us to sharpen the quote
before returning it to you. Below is a short list of the most commonly missed information – please make sure to include it in your submission.

Broker #: ____________________________________

Prospective Member: ________________________________

Homeowners.
What is the square footage of the dwelling?
What is the roof shape?
What is the roof covering?
Is there a pool on the property?
Provide the dates and details of any renovations and/or house updates.

Automobile.
Please provide the driver assignment, if not specified.
If any drivers are students, are any away at school, more than 100 miles from home, without a car?

Jewelry, Art & Collections.
What is the highest value item for each class – including jewelry, fine arts/collectibles, coins/silver/stamps/furs, and wine?
Are items kept in a safe in the house that is bolted or built into the wall/floor?

Watercraft.
What is the berthing location of the watercraft?
What is the number of years of boating experience for the primary operator and the number of years owning a boat?

When you request new business or renewal quotes from Privilege Underwriters Reciprocal Exchange (PURE), PURE may obtain a consumer report containing
information on your client’s driving record, claims history and/or credit score, unless you notify us at the time you submit the request for a quote that we may
not. A sample disclosure statement for you to provide to your client is available at http://www.pureinsurance.com/misc/agreements/index.
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